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Abstract 
Clark, L.H., R.C. Entringer and L.A. SzCkely, Threshold functions for local properties of 
graphs: triangles, Discrete Applied Mathematics 34 (1991) 83-105. 
The neighborhood of a vertex in a graph is the subgraph induced by the vertices adjacent to that 
vertex. A graph is locally triangular provided the neighborhood of each vertex in the graph con- 
tains a triangle. We answer a question posed by Palmer by determining a sharp threshold function 
for a graph to be locally triangular. 
Introduction 
Let 92” denote the set of all graphs with vertex set [n] = (1, ._.,n>. The prob- 
ability space %(n, M) consists of all graphs G in $2” of size 0 5 MI (g ) =N where 
P(G) = ($)-’ while the probability space S(n,p) consists of all graphs G in C!Je” in
which edges are chosen independently with probability p so that P(G) =p”qNeM 
when G has size M where q= 1 -p. The models B(n,M) and %(n, p) are essentially 
interchangeable provided M is close to pN. 
Erdijs and Rknyi [8] gave a detailed description, since refined by many authors, 
of the typical graph in FJ(n, M) as M increases through various levels and found that 
many properties of graphs appear rather suddenly. Naturally, one can also examine 
the evolution of the neighborhoods of the vertices in a graph (see [7]). 
A class of graphs which is closed under isomorphism is called a property of 
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graphs while a property Q of graphs is monotone increasing (decreasing) provided 
FE Q fl $2”, GE $3” with FC G (F> G) implies GE Q. A functionp*(n) is a threshold 
function for a property Q of graphs in $J(n,p(n)) provided 
P(G E B(n,p(n)) has property Q) --t 
0, pWp*@) ---f 0, 
I, p(n)/p*(n) --* CQ, 
as n + co. (A similar definition holds for YJ(n, M(n)) with p*(n) replaced by M*(n) 
and p(n) replaced by M(n).) Bollobas and Thomason [4] recently showed that every 
monotone increasing property Q of graphs in 9” has a threshold function M*(n) 
where 
M*(n) = max M: IQfl %?(n,M)11+ 
I 
. 
We say a function p(c, n) = f (c) g(n) where f is strictly increasing is a sharp thresh- 
old function for a property Q of graphs in ??(n,p(c, n)) provided there exist a con- 
stant c* with 
P(G E YJ(n,p(c, n)) has property Q) 4 
0, constant ccc*, 
1, constant c> c*, 
as n + 03. Clearly any sharp threshold function p(c*, n) for a monotone increasing 
property of graphs is also a threshold function for that property (see 12, p. 331). 
The neighborhood of a vertex in a graph is the subgraph induced by the vertices 
adjacent to that vertex while a graph locally has a property Q of graphs provided 
the neighborhood of each vertex in the graph has property Q. We say a graph is 
locally triangular provided the graph IocalIy contains a triangle and note that this 
is a monotone increasing property of graphs. 
At the Second International Seminar on Random Graphs and Probabilistic Meth- 
ods in 1985, Palmer [9, p. 2351 posed the problem of determining a sharp threshold 
function for locally triangular graphs. The mere determination of a threshold func- 
tion from [4] requires enumeration of labelled locally triangular graphs of order n 
and size M which, presumably, entails the use of inclusion-exclusion or the theorem 
of Polya; the asymptotics of which can be impenetrable. Instead, we use an in- 
genious observation of Stein [lo] and work in YJ(n,p) to give a sharper result. 
We answer the above question of Palmer by giving a sharp threshold function for 
locally triangular graphs. 
Theorem. Locally triangular graphs have sharp threshold function p(c,n)= 
(c log n)1’6. n-1’2 with c* = 6. 
We have used and will continue to use the notation and terminology of [2]. 
Throughout = will denote the definition of a parameter and V will denote the logical 
connective “or”. 
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A sharp threshold function for locally triangular graphs 
In order to study the number of triangles contained in a given set, we introduce 
several random variables. 
For Mc_ [n], let TM denote the set of all 3-sets in A4 and, for a~ &, let gJ,‘L 
denote the set of all 3-sets in A4 which contain precisely i elements of a. For Q E gM 
and GE %(n, p), define 
X,(G) = I 1, 
a induces a triangle in G, 
0, otherwise. 
Furthermore, let 
Note that Y, counts the number of triangles contained in M and is the sum of 
dependent random variables X,. Generally the subscript M, when understood, will 
be omitted. 
We show now that the random variables Y, and Y,,, are identically distributed 
when IMI = IM’I. 
Lemma 1. For M,M’c [n] with IMI = IM’1 and SE N, 
P(Y,=s) = P(Y,, =s). 
Proof. Let fbe a bijection from [n] to [n] withf[M] =M’. Thenfinduces a prob- 
ability-preserving bijection from %(n,p) to %J(n,p) which sends the event Y, =s to 
the event Y,, =s. 0 
Computation of the factorial moments shows that the distribution of Y is asymp- 
totically Poisson. Unfortunately, our results also require a rather good rate of con- 
vergence. 
An approach to limit theorems for sums of dependent random variables which 
allows estimation of the total variation distance between the approximating and the 
actual distributions originated in Stein [lo] for the normal distribution and was 
developed in Chen [5] and in Barbour and Eagleson [l] for the Poisson distribution. 
We describe now the method of Stein as developed by Barbour and Eagleson. 
For A c n\1={0,1, ...} and 2>0, let x=x~,,: N -+ R be the bounded function 
defined by x(O) =0 and 
x(m + 1) = rn!A_ m-le’{Pl(A n C,)-p,k(A)pn(C,)J 
for m E N, where 
and 
c, = {O,l,...,m} 
P,(B) = epikFB $ 
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is the probability that a Poisson random variable with mean I has its value in B. 
Then the function x=x~,~ has the following properties 
(i) jjxl] =supm Ix(m)/ Imin{l,41-1’2}, 
(ii) dx=sup,Ix(m+l)-x(m)IS2min{l,X’), 
(iii) for any nonnegative integer-valued random variable Y, 
Note that the bounds for /Ix/I and dx are independent of A. 
We give first a rather poor uniform estimate (Lemma 2) that the number of 
triangles contained in a given set belongs to a fixed set of values. A careful analysis 
(Lemmas 3, 4 and Theorem 5) of E{k(Y + 1) - Yx(Y)} using our uniform estimate 
together with properties of x’xk,A for A = {0}, { 1) give an adequate estimate 
(Theorem 5) that a given set contain no triangle. Given this estimate, we use the 
second-moment method (Lemmas 7, 8 and Theorem 9) to give a sharp threshold 
function (Theorem 9) for locally triangular graphs. 
We give first a uniform estimate for the probability that the number of triangles 
contained in a given set belongs to a fixed set of values (see [2, Theorem IV. 151). 
Lemma 2. For MC [n] with IMJ =m, 
I~(Y,EA)-P~(A)I 5 12p2m 
for any A c N where A =p3( ‘f). 
Proof. For any x’xA,A where AC R\i and n=p3(y)= C,,gp3, we have 
E{Ax(Y+ l)- Yx(Y)} = c p%{x(Y+ 1) -x(Y, + l)} 
ae.T 
+ c E{(P3 -&)xK + 1)) 
aca- 
+ c ~{&~xK+1)-w-)lI~ 
aeB 
so that by the independence of X, and Y,, 
E{Lx(Y+ 1) - Yx(Y)} = c p%{x(Y+ 1)-x(Y, + l>> 
aEB 
+ C E{Xa]x(Y,+ l)-x(y)lI* 
ac.T 
Furthermore, 
Ix(Y+l)-x(Y,+l)l <dx.(X,+Z,) 
and 
IX,(x(Y,+l)-x(Y)}/ IdX.X,*Z,. 
(1) 
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Consequently, 
jP(YEA)-P~(A)I = IE{Ax(Y+l)- Yx(Y)}I 
~~~~~~~~Ix(Y+l)--x(y,+l)l~ 
+ c ~{I&LQY,+1)-~(v1II 
acB 
s$A4x~E(xa+za)+ c Llx~E(X,*Z,) 
ac5 
5p3 
m 
( > 3 
. Ax. 3p3m+ .Ax.3p5m 
I 6p3m+6p2m 
5 12p2m. Cl 
(2) 
We refine now the above to estimate the probability that a given set is triangle- 
free. In what follows, we shall write P(m-set is triangle-free) for P(Y, = 0) when 
the set IU, given by the context, is of cardinality m. We use the estimate (Y)L 
m3/12 for mr6. 
Lemma 3. For MC [n] with IMI =mz6, 
Ip(Y,=O)-CAm/ ~45p2me-“m~6+546p4m2f864p-4m-5, 
where &=p3(:) provided A,ll. 
Proof. Note that x=x,, loI where A =A, is a positive, strictly decreasing function 
on (1,2, . ..> with x(s+l)~s!A-~-~. NOW 
~wL[x(Y,+1)--wNI 
=.zo iFI [X(S+1)-x(.s+t+1)]P(X,=1,Y,=s,Z,=t). 
First, 
( > 
; s;2 ,Fl [X(S+l)-x(S+t+1)1P(X,=1,Y,=~,Z,=t) 
I *x(3)*P(X,*Z,zl) 
I 864pm4mp5, 
by Markov’s inequality. 
Second, 
P(x,.z,21,Y,~1)~P(x,~z,~1)~P(Y,~l) 
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by the FKG inequalities (see [3, p. 149]), so that 
,ZI [x(2) -x(t + 2)] P(X, = 1, Y, = 1, z, = t> 
m 
I 
0 3 
.X(2).P(X,*Z,11,Y,Sl) 
I 
I 
0 
7 .x(2)*P(X,*Z,zl)* {P(Ya=O)+P(Y,=l)} 
. p5 m . P((m - 3)-set is triangle-free) 
- P((m - 5)-set is triangle-free) 
+-$=(T).p5m.p’(my3) . P((m - 6)-set is triangle-free) 
I (36p-‘m-2+6p2m). eP”m-b+432pm-’ $12p4m2, 
by Lemma 2. 
Third, 
P(X,*Z,r1,Y,=O)~P(X,~Z,21)~P(Y,=0), 
by the FKG inequalities, so that 
,;, [x(l)-x(t+l)]P(X,=l,Y,=O,Z,=t) 
m 
I 
0 3 
*x(l)~P(X,~Z,rl,Y,=O) 
5 *x(l)*P(X,*Z,rl)*P(Y,=O) 
3 m 
I-. 
( ) A 3 
. p5 m . P((m - 3)-set is triangle-free) 
3 m 
I-. 
( ) A 3 
.p5m.(e-‘m~3+12p2m) 
I 3p2mePAm-3 t 6p4m2, 
by Lemma 2. 
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Then 
since pm 2 1 while by the proof of Lemma 2, 
a~~~3E{lx(Y+l)-x(Y,+1)l} 5 6p3m 
and our result follows by (2). 0 
The estimates for s = 0,l in the proof of Lemma 3 follow also from monotonicity 
and independence so that the use of the FKG inequalities is a mere convenience. 
Similarly, we estimate the probability that a given set contains precisely one 
triangle. 
Lemma 4. For MC [n] with 1 MI = m 2 9, 
IP(YM=l)-I,e~Aml 5 216pSm4e-‘~~~9+2592p7mS+2592p-4m-5 
where ,I,=p3(i) provided ,I,rl. 
Proof. Note that x=xn,{r) where I = I,,, is a positive, strictly decreasing function 
on {2,3,...) with x(1)=-e-” and x(s+l)ls!A-‘. Again 
0 y sF3 ,;I [x(S+1)-x(s+t+1)]P(Xa=1,Y,=s,Z,=t)~2592p-4m~5 
and 
0 
; ,;, [x(3)-x(t+3)]P(X,=1,Ya=2,Za=0 
($.(y).p5m. ~-A-~3+12p2m+2p3(~)-(eC”m-6+12p2m) 
while 
I (108p4m2+72p-‘m-2+12p2m+16p5m4)~e-”m~9 
f 1296p6m3 + 864pm-’ + 144p4m2 + 192p’m’ 
( 1 ‘s ,;, [x(2) - x(t + 2)l P(X, = 1, Y, = 19 z, = 0 
and 
c (3p2m t ps m4). e-A’“m - 6 + 36p4m2 + 12p’m’ 
,g, [-x(l)+x(t+l)]P(X,=l,Y,=O,Z,=t) 
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~(3p2mi-p5m4)~e-A~-3+36p4m2+6p7m5. 
Then 
c ~{Iz$N-a+l)-x(Y)1I~ 
aeb 
5 216psm4e-A”-9 + 2586p7m5 + 2592pe4mm5 
since pm I 1 while by the proof of Lemma 2, 
c p3E{Ix(Y+1)-x(Y,+l)l} s6p3m, 
afE.!7 
and our result follows by (2). 0 
Again the estimates for s=O, 1,2 in the proof of Lemma 4 follow also from 
monotonicity and independence so that the use of the FKG inequalities is mere con- 
venience. 
The preceding results finally allow us to give an adequate estimate for the prob- 
ability that a given set is triangle-free. In what follows, we shall write P(m-set has 
precisely s triangles) for P(Y,=s) when the set M, given by the context, is of car- 
dinality m. Again we use the estimate (y)2m3/12 for mz6. 
Theorem 5. For MC [n] with lMI = rnz 13, 
IP(Y,=O)-e-“mI 5 250000(p5m4e-A~~“i-(m-4)-2) 
where A.,=p3(i) provided 2p’3’12mslsl,_4. 
Proof. Again x = xA, lo1 where A = I,,, is a positive, strictly decreasing function on 
{1,2, ...} with x(s+ l)~s!L-~-‘. Consequently, 
IE{Ax(Y+l)-Yx(Y))I 
5 ~~~EIX,[x(Y,+l)-x(Y)lJ + c P3E{x(Y,+l)-x(Y+l)I 
ffE.T 
by (2). Our theorem follows from Barbour and Eagleson (iii) upon giving estimates 
for the above expectations. 
Part I: An upper boundfor CacB E{X,[x(Y,+ 1)-x(Y)]}. 
We bound 
c ~wxtM-a+1)-x(Y)1~ 
ass- 
m 
= 
( > 
3 ,;, S~~[x~~+I)--X(S+t+l)lP(XI,=l,Y,=s,Z,=l), 
from above by considering several cases. 
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tz4. For v,< ..a <v, contained in M-a, let ci = 1 provided vi is joined to all 
vertices in a and E; = 0 provided vi is joined to two vertices in a. Then, for TE tN 
and E l,...,~r~{O,l} with r+2(q+ .** +&,)=t, 
P(X,=l,Z,=t)I (2.,E,) CrnF3) p 3r-(El+‘.‘+&,) 2rt&,+“‘+&,+3 
%P3 c 
3’P 
r+&, + “. +E,(pm)r 
(r,El,...,G) r! ’ 
Now r+q + ... +&,-+(t+l)=+(t-l)-(El+ a.. +E,)ZO, sincer+2(q+ -1. +e,)=t 
and r2 2 while pm 2 1, so that 
P(X,=1,Za=t)Ip3 c 
3’pw)~2(pm)’ 
(I;.?,...,&) r! 
Then 
5 e6 . p3 . pcf + ‘V2 . (pm)‘. 
m ( > 3 tz4 ~~~[X(S+l)-x(S+t+l)lP(X,=l,Y,=$Z,=t) 
1 m 
I-. 
( > 
c P(X,=l,Z,=t) 
A 3 124 
5 e6. tf4p(t+1)i2(pm)t 
5 e6 . p’3’2 m4 . j. (p3’2m)t 
5 2e6 .p1312m4, 
since p3’2m 5 +. 
t=3. Here 
P(X,=1,Z,=3)5p6m+27p9 
m-3 
( > 3 
5 6p6m 
while 
P(X,=l,Y,=O,Z,=3) 
5 p6m. P((m - 4)-set is triangle-free) 
+ 27p9 . P((m - 6)-set is triangle-free) 
5 6p6mo (edm6+ 12p2m) 
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by independence and Lemma 2. Then 
5 6p3 me-Am-6 + 12p5 m2 + 12m-2. 
t=2. Here 
m-3 
P(X,=1,Za=2)<9p7 2 
( > 
5 Sp7m2 
while 
P(X,=l,Y,Il,Z,=2) 
=P(x,=1,Y,=o,z,=2)+P(x,=1,Y,=1,z,=2) 
5 5p7m2. P((m - 5)-set is triangle-free) 
+5p7m2.p3 
m-5 
( > 3 
. P((m -@-set is triangle-free) 
+ 5p7 m2. Sp3 
m-5 
( > 2 
. P((m -7)-set is triangle-free) 
+ 5p7 m2. 12p3 m . P((m - 6)-set is triangle-free) 
~5p7m2~(l+llp3(~))~(e~“-~8+12p2m) 
I 10pl”m5. (eCAm--8 + 12p2m), 
by independence and Lemma 2, since A 11. Then 
* x(3). P(X, = 1, z, = 2) 
10 m 
s-. 
( > 
m 
A 3 
~p’0m5~(eC”-~8+12p2m)+$~ 3 
( > 
.p7m2 
5 10p7m5epA+8 + 120p9m6+ 1440p-2mp4. 
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t = 1. First, for /I E gaC2) and y E gil) fl .9jjC2’, 
c P(X,=1,Xg=1,X,=1)~6p7m2 
(A Y) 
while 
c P(X,=l,Xg=l,X,=l,Y,=l) 
(a Y) 
5 6p7 m2. P((m - 5)-set is triangle-free) 
I 6p7m2. (e-*mms+ 12p2m) 
by independence and Lemma 2. Then 
m 
( > 3 ,go ~~~,[x(s+l)--x(s+2)]P(x,=l,xp=1,xy=l,Y,=s,z,=1) 
m 
I ( > 3 .x(2)* c P(X,=l,X/j=l,X,=l,Y,=l) (/A Y) 
m 
+ 3 ( ) 
.x(3)* c P(X,=l,Xp=l,X,=l) 
(A Y) 
m 
I-. 
: 3 ( > 
.p7m2.(e-“m~5+12p2m)+12. 
m 
A3 3 .p7m2 
( > 
5 72pm-‘e-Amm 5 +864~~ + l128p-2m-4, 
since s> 1 as y E $Jl). 
Second, for BE &@) and y E (@’ fI $p”‘) U (g@(l) fl ~j’“‘) U ( $J”) fl T_d”), 
c P(X,=l,Xp=l,X,=l) 
(a Y) 
5 3p’m. (4pl(mi4) +p3cmL4)) 5 9p8m3 
while 
5 3p5ma 4p3 . P((m - 6)-set is triangle-free) 
+3p5m.p3 
m-4 
( > 1 . P((m -5)-set is triangle-free) 
5 9p8m3. (e-*mm6+ 12p2m) 
by independence and Lemma 2. Then 
m 
( > 3 sgo ,Bc,, [X(S+1)-x(S+2)1P(X,=1,X~=1,Xy=1, Y,=s,Z,=l) 
m 
I 
( > 3 
*x(2). c P(X,=l,Xp=l,X,=l,Y,=l) 
(A Y) 
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m 
+ 3 ( > .x(3)* c P(&=l,Xp=l,X,=l) u% Y) 
m m 
I-. 
n9 3 ( > 
.p8m3.(e-I,b+12p2m)+18. A3 3 .p8m3 
( > 
5 108p2e-'m-6 + 1296p4m + 2592p-‘me3, 
since sL 1 as y E &(I) U &(O). 
Third, for p E flJ2) and Wa,p = C,,, s;o~n +I) X,, 
P(X,=l,Xp=l,Y,=s,Z,=l, W,,,=s) 
~P(X,=l,X~=l,w~,p=S) 
=P(X,=l,Xp=l).P(w~,~=S), 
since the events (X, = l,Xa = 1) and (W,J = s) are independent. Then 
,Fo ; [x(s+1)-x(s+2)]P(x,=1,xp=1,Y,=s,z,=1, W,,,=s) 
. x( 1) - 3p5 m . P((m - 4)-set is triangle-free) 
. x(2) . 3p5 m . P((m - 4)-set has precisely 1 triangle) 
.p’rn. ((1 +45p2m)e-‘“- lo + 546p4m2 + 864pm4(m - 4)-‘) 
.p’m - ((A +216p5m4)e-Am-13+2592p7mS+2592p-4(m -4)-5) 
G-4 
3p5m. C [x(s+1)-x(s+2)](e-Am-4.7+12p2m) 
by Lemmas 3, 4 and 2, respectively, which is bounded from above by 
. p5 me (46ePkm- lo + 1410p-4(m - 4)-5) 
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m 
+-* 
f2 3 ( > 
.pSrn. (217Ae-Am-13 +5 1 84pm4(m - 4)-5) 
m 
+ 3 ( > 
31-l 
.3p5m+e-Am~4. ,F2 x(r+l).$ 
m 
+ 3 ( > 
.3p’rn. e-Am-4 -x(1). .zn $ 
m 
( 1 + ^ .3p5m.12p2m. C [x(s+l)-x(.s+2)], 
\j/ s>2 
since p ““‘ms 1 sA,,_~, which, in turn, is bounded from above by 
.p5m. (46emLm-10 + 1410p-4(m - 4)-9 
m 
+-. 
,‘2 3 ( > 
~pSm~(217Ae-“~~~J+5184p-4(m-4)-5) 
m 
+ 3 ( > .9pSm.e-l-i+~. y ( > .psm.e-Am-4+5.(~).p7m2, 
since 
and 
while 
Then 
E2 [x(s+l)-x(s+2)1 5x(3). 
m 
( > 3 ,& F [x(s+1)-x(s+2)1P(x,=~,~p=l~y,=~~~,=l~wa,,D=~) 
I 3p2m. (46e-“mm10 + 1410p-4(m - 4)-9 
3p2m 
+ a 
--(217~e-A~~~~+5184p-4(m-4)-5) 
+ 2p5m4e-Am-4+ 36p2me-1m~4 + 10368p-2m-4 
5 (825p2m+2psm4)e-A”~13 +16713p-2(m-4)-4+186624p-5(m-4)-7. 
Since the event 
(X,=1, Y,=s,Z,=l) 
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is a subevent of our three events 
v (X,=l,Xp=l,X,=l, Y,=s)V v (X,=l,XB=I,X,=l, Y,=s) 
(A Y) (a Y) 
vv(X,=l,X~=l, Y,=s,Z,=l, W,p=s) 
B 
we have 
0 
; ~~~[x(s+l)-x(s+2)1P(x,=1,Y,=s,z,=1) 
5 l(j07p5m4e-Lm-13 + 205065p-2(m - 4)-4 + 4752p-‘mp3, 
sincep5’4m~l~A,,_4 so that p(m-4)rl. 
Consequently, 
C E{X,[x(Y,+l)-x(Y)]} 5 1023pSm4e-“m-“+212329(m-4)-2, 
aczB 
since p13’12 ms1sA,_4 so thatp(m-4)rl. 
Part 2: An upper hx4ndfor CUG,p3E{x(Y,+1)-x(Y+l)). 
We bound 
m 
=p3 3 0 ,g, J~~[X(S+l)--X(~+t+l)lP(~=s,~~+z~=t) 
from above by considering several cases. 
szl. Here, for /?E .T(‘)U g--3) a Y 
+p3 5 4p3m. 
Since the event 
(X,+Z,rl) 
is a subevent of our event 
)I(X/j=‘) 
we have 
<-.p3 
m 
; 3 ( > 
.p3m 
5 48m-2. 
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s=O. Here, for PE @“U 9L3) and W&=C,Efl~)r,5;~ X,,, 
P(X,=l, W,,,=O) = P(X,=l)*P(W,,p=O), 
since the events (Xp = 1) and (W,,, = 0) are independent. Then 
5 P(Xp=l, K,,=O) 
= ; P(X,=l).P(W,,p=O) 
I T P(Xb = 1) . P((m -4)-set is triangle-free) 
54p3m.(e-Afl’-4+12p2m) 
by Lemma 2. Since the event 
(Y,=O,X,+Z,rl) 
is a subevent of our event 
VW,=L K,,=O) 
B 
we have 
P3 fg, [x(l)-x(t+l)IP(Y,=O~X*+Z,==~) 
.x(l)~P(x,=o,x,+z,~1) 
4 m 
<-.p3 
1 ( ) 3 
. p3m. (e-1~n~4 + 12p2m) 
5 4p3 me-A~~~4 + 8p’ m2. 
Consequently, 
c p3E{x(Y,+1)-x(Y+l)) ~4p~rne-*~~~~+96rn-~, 
aeLT 
since p 5’4mccl. 
Finally, 
jP(YM=O)-edAmI = (E{Ax(Y+l)- Yx(Y))I 
5 1021p5m4e-‘I”- I3+ 212425(m - 4)-2, 
since A,_42 1. q 
The proof of Theorem 5 shows that 250000 may be replaced by 212425, although 
the result is undoubtedly true for much smaller constants. 
We show now that the events Y, = 0 are monotone. 
Lemma 6. For M,M’c [nl with IMI I JM’l, 
P(Y,=O)rP(Y,,==O). 
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Proof. Since the event Y~i,...,,+il - 0 is a subevent of the event Y~l,...,ml=O, 
~(q,,...,m} = 0) 2 fq,..., m+l) =O) 
and our result follows by Lemma 1. 0 
In order to give our main result we introduce several other random variables. 
Let J={(u,S): UE[~], SC [n]-(u)}. For (u,S)EJV and GE %(n,p), define 
&s,(G) = 
t 
1, No(u)=S and Ys(G)=O, 
0, otherwise, 
where N,(u) denotes the set of neighbors of u in G. Furthermore, let 
z = c &,S)* 
(bS)EJY 
Note that Z counts the number of vertices whose neighborhoods contain no triangle 
- the “bad” vertices in G. 
We shall use the following estimates for the probability in the tail of a binomial 
distribution where we write b(k; n,p) for (;)pkqnmk (see [2, p. 11-121). 
C b(k; n,p)<e-E2p”‘34+E’q (3) 
Ik-pnl >Epn 
where O<p<+ and (pn)-I”<&<+ and 
C b(k; n, p) 4 2e-2h*‘“. (4) 
Ik-pnl >h 
In what follows we shall write pm for P(m-set is triangle-free). 
We give first an estimate for E(Z). 
Lemma 7. For p = (6~ log n)1’6. n-1’2 with constant c> 1, 
E(Z) = O((log n)-1’3). 
Proof. For constant c> 1, choose constant 0~ E < + with ~(1 - E)~> 1. Then 
Jw) = ( & Jy wq”, s,) 
& plslq"-l-lsI .P(Y-=O) 
(U,S)EJY 
by independence. For k0 = [(l - .z)p(n - 1)1, lo = L(1 + &)p(n - l>j and large n, 
n-1 
E(Z)=n c b(k; n- l,p)*p/, 
k=O 
=n c 
k d [ko, bl 
b(k;n-&p)‘pk+nk$k b(k;n-&p)‘pk 
0 
<2ne-E2P(“-11)/3+n.pk, - 
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by (3) and Lemma 6. For large II, 
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p3ko’ 
&z-(1 -&)-6- 2 c( 1 - &)4 log n 
so that 
pkO 5 edAko + 106. ki2 = O(n-‘(log n))1’3) 
by Theorem 5. Consequently, 
E(Z) = O((log @‘3). cl 
We give now an estimate for Var(Z) which, though not best possible, is sufficient 
for our result. In what follows, ?2l (u,Rj = {((u, R), (w, T)) E g: u # w} when g c Jv2 
and (u, R) EN. 
Lemma 8. For p = (6c log n)1’6. n-1/2 with positive constant c< 1, 
E(Z) = !qn’-6) 
and 
Var(Z) = O(n+ lY4. E(Z)2). 
Proof. For positive constant c< 1, choose constant 0< E< + with c(1 + E)~ I fi. 
Again 
E(Z)= c p’S’q”~‘-lSl.P(Y,=o). 
(U,S)EJY 
For k, = r< 1 - e)p(n - 1)1, lo = L( 1 + e)p(n - I)] and large n, 
n-l 
E(Z)=n c b(k; n- l,p).pk 
k=O 
10 
‘,gk b(k; n-l,P).Pk 
0 
1 n . (1 _ 2eeEzPcn - 1)‘3) . p,, 
by (3) and Lemma 6. For large n, 
A,,5 - P3$ ~c(l+&)3logn~filogn 
6 
so that 
n-fi 
pIo 1 e-“/o - 1 O6 . 1;” 2 - 
2 
by Theorem 5. Consequently, 
E(Z) = Q(&fi). 
Clearly, 
E(Z2)= c 
KV.S).(~,T))EJY2 
w&J, S)qv, T)) 
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=E(Z)+ c 
((u, 9, (w U) E Jy2 
Jfw(“,s,X(w, T))* 
O#W 
First, let d= (((0, S), (w, T)) E Jy*: u # W, /S 1 or 1 T / $ [ko, &,I}. For ((u, S), (w, T)) E ~2 
with /SI =sc$[/~,/~] and ITI =t, 
E(Xc,,&, T)) ~WC-(~) = S,%-(w) = T) 
v$Tand w$S, 
, oETand WES. 
Then 
c wq”, S)X(, T)) 
4.3 
n-2 n-2 
I@-1) c 
t=o ( > t 
Ps+tq2n-3-s-t 
n-l n-2 +(n_-1) c t_l ps+t-lq*np*-s-t 
t=1 ( > 
I(rz- l)psqa-l-s 
n-2 n-2 
cc > t=o t 
Plq”-2-f 
+ (n - l)pSq”-’ 
n-l n-2 
cc-> f=l t 1 
p’-‘q”-” 
12(n- l)psq”-l-T 
Consequently for large n, 
c JYX@,s&l,T))54n2 c W; n- 1, P) 
ad ke wo, kll 
( 8n*e-~*~(n-w = o(l). - 
Next, let B={((IJ,S),(W,T))EJY*: ufw, /SI and ITl~[k~,1,], ISnTI?R} 
where R=dpn with 6=(logn).n-1’4. Note that 6+0 and 6p-‘, R-+03 as n+a. 
For ((u,S),(w,T))eB with IS =s and ITI =t, 
~(X(“,S)X(,,))~~(~G(~) =SNc(w) = n 
ueTand w$S, 
, oETand WES. 
Then for fixed t, 
so that 
c E&U, S)+v, T)) 
~c”.S, 
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1(1 +q-‘)(n- l)psq”-l-s i 
0 
’ prqsmr 
r=R r 
13(n - l)psq”-‘-s s s 
w 
p’qS-‘, 
r=R r 
provided ps +. For large n, 
s S 
c(> 
prqs-*s 
r=R r 
,rppsg6pn,2 (~)fWwr~2e+2pn’4 
by (9, since psr(l +E)p2niRs(1 -c)2pnss and R-psrGpn/2 when (1 -E)~L 
6r 2(1 + &)p so that 
c E(X~u,s~X~w,T~)~6(n - 1)e-6ZJ’n’4~psqn-1-s. 
“B(“.S, 
Consequently for large n, 
C EW~,,+~w,,,)S 12n2eC”zP”‘4. i b(k; n- l,p) 
.“B 
k=ko 
5 12n2e~s2p”‘4=0(l). 
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Last, let Q = (((0, S), (w, T)) E Jy2: ufw, /S[ and ITIEW~,~~I, SnTI<R}, 
81= (((0, S), (w, T)) E 8: u $ T and w $ S} and g2 = (((0, S), (w, 7’)) E 8: o E T and 
WES}. For ((o,S),(w, T))E 0 with JS( =s, (T( =t and (SnT( =r, 
wq”, s,%v, T)) 
IP(N~(o)=s, j&.(w)= T, Y,-,,,(G)=O, Y,-,-{,)(G)=O) 
=P(N,(~)=S,N~(W)=T).P(Y~_{~}(G)=O).P(YT-S-{~J(G)=O) 
by independence, so that 
E(&+WXWsT))5 
i 
Ps+lg2”-3-s-t.*sPf_r, v@ T and w$S, 
Ps+t-lq2”-2-s-t.Ps_,P1_,_r, VETand wES. 
For large n, we have simultaneously 
2P ‘3’121@ 1 s&R, 
so that for all t E [k,, jo] and all r E [O, 2R], 
p5(t-r)4e-~‘~f~131(t-r)-21n-1, 
A*Ifilogn, 
2P 13’12tI 1 sAt_r_4, 
and 
Prhr( e -Arm,+ 106. (t_r)-2~e_Lr+ 106. n-1 
= e-“,-’ +&. 106. nJC-‘s(l+ 106. nJc-l)e-Lr 
while 
Ps-e -k 106. t-22e-i/- 106. n-1 
=e -AI-. pfi. 106. nfi~-‘r(l_ 106. nV’-‘)e-Ar 
by Theorem 5. Hence 
pf-r< (l+loQI+‘) 
- . &-“f-rs(l + 107. n&l). erp’t2/2 
PI (1- 106. Jc-1) 
s(l+ 107.nfi-l).e Rp~/,Z_((1+107~~~-l)~e12(logn)*.n-”4 
5(1+107.nfi-‘).(1+24(logn)2.n-“4) 
5 1 + 108. n’6- 1)‘4* 
Now for ((u,S),(W,T))E iFl with ISI =s, ITJ =t and ISnTI =r, 
E(&, s&v, T)) - E(~~,s)VU~w, T)) 
SP 
s+tq2”-3-s~r.Psp7t_r_PS+f42n-2-S-t.PsPf 
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=ps+‘q2”-2-s-t.pspf ( q -1 Pt-r . ~ _ 1 Pt > 
I {q-1(1 + 108. n (fi- 1)‘4) - 11 * .wq”,S,)~W(W, T)) 
= q-‘(p-t lo8 * n(+‘q. E(X@J,)E(X@, T)) 
sqpl. 109. n(fi-w4 * wq”, s,)wqw, T)), 
while for ((u,S),(W,T))E B, with ISI =s, ITj =t and IS~ITI =r, 
E(X(, s&w, T)) - E(X(U, s- { w},bwqw, T)) 
SP 
s+t-1 2n-2-s-t 
4 ‘p~-,pt_,-r-pS+t-‘q2n-~-S-f.ps_lpt 
=P s+t-1 
4 
2n-l-s-t 
‘PsplPt 
( 4 -1 Pt-l-r -- 1 
Pt > 
5 {q-‘(1 + 108. nW-1)/4 l-11 .E(X(“,s-{,}))E(X(,r)) 
=q-1(p+108~n~~-1~‘4)~E(x~,,s~o))E(x~~,r)) 
14-l. 109. ncfi- 1)‘4. Jw$+ {,})v3X~sv,T)), 
for large n. Since 
is an injective function, we have for large n, 
c 
@lug2 
-f=% Go> d - g EK”, S)MX(w, T)) - 5 wq”, s_ { ,)))E(X(w, 7.)) 
14-l. 109. n cfi- 1)/4. &7)2* 
Consequently, 
Var(Z) = E(Z2) - E(Z)2 
IE(Z)+o(l)+q-1. 109.n(fi-‘)‘4.E(Z)2 
= O(n (fi- ‘)‘4. QZ)2), 
since E(Z) = Q(nl -fi). 0 
We give now our main result which gives a precise answer to the question posed 
by Palmer. 
Theorem 9. Locally triangular graphs have sharp threshold function p(c, n) = 
(clogn)1’6. n,1’2 with c*=6. 
Proof. For constant c>6, 
E(Z) = O((log n)-1’3) 
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by Lemma 7, while 
P(Z#O)IE(Z) 
by Markov’s inequality, so that 
P(Z=O)-+ 1 
as n-+m. 
For constant c<6, 
Var(Z) = O(n(m- ‘j/4. E(Z)2) 
by Lemma 8, while 
P(Z=O)sP(IZ-E(Z)1 LIZ(Z))< 3 =O(n(m-1)'4) 
by Chebyshev’s inequality, so that 
P(Z#O)-+ 1 
asn+o3. q 
Conclusion 
The results contained herein, while specific to the problem of triangles of Palmer, 
are, possibly, of independent interest. In particular, Theorem 5 apparently refines 
one application of the method of Stein to random graphs and gives a general 
estimate for the probability that a graph is triangle-free that may be of use in other 
problems involving triangles. More importantly, the techniques in the proof of 
Theorem 5 can be used to improve estimates for the probability that other decom- 
posable random variables are zero. 
We have recently employed the above techniques in [6] to extend the results of 
this paper and find sharp threshold functions for a graph to locally contain a variety 
of fixed graphs including complete graphs and cycles. This gives a unified treatment 
for a variety of problems involving local properties of graphs. 
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